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One of the secondary tasks that was 
identified was reaching notes on the built in 
note board. This  could be done easily from 
the typing position, but caused the smallest 
users problems from the drawing area. 
Above A 50% UK male can reach a note with 
only a small lean, while Below The 1% 
chinese female could not reach from the 
same position. The nearest point at which 
the note was reachable was from halfway 
between drawing  and computer positions, 
meaning the user had to move the chair to 
be able to reach the post-it. 

Above A 50% UK female can easily  reach the 
computer tower on/off button by leaning 
slightly from a normal typing position.  This 
can also be applied to accessing USB  ports 
on the front of computers, which are rarely 
located below the location indicated. 

PRIMARY TASKS

Typing

Mouse use

Turning computer on

Drawing

Modeling

Reach Drawer

The 1%  Chinese female had more trouble 
reaching the button and was over 350mm 
out of reach in the same position as the UK 
female.  To press the button the subject had 
to twist the chair more and bend far over, 
leaving her head very close to the desk top. 
This position was less than ideal, but for 
this  extreme size of user the tower could be 
placed in a more convenient position 
perhaps under the monitor. 

Tasks and Evaluation

DESIGN STUDENTS

Ergonomic Desk

Above The smallest human (1% Chinese 
Female) can reach the draw easily.

Below One of the biggest humans (99% UK 
Male Very Fat)  could also fit very easily 
under the desk and reach the drawer with 
ease.

SECONDARY TASKS

Accessing USB

Reaching notes on 
magnetic board

Reaching other end of 
desk from chair

The most ideal position for drawing was at 
the longer edge of the desk next to the 
drawer. This  area was large enough for even 
the extreme males to fit in, and provided 
sufficient room to draw or make models.

EVALUATION
The desk provided adequate accommodation 
for all users in the main tasks of computer use, 
both typing and mouse use (e.g. CAD) and for 
drawing or model making.  The different areas 
could be clearly defined and allowed the user 
to shift their focus as they moved to a new 
area. The space provided for the computer 
was big enough to allow easy use,  and also for 
all users to reach the power buttons. The note 
board along  the curved edge was easily 
accessible from the computer station for even 
the smallest users and required only a small 
movement from the drawing position. 

The desk proved difficult for small users to 
reach the ideal tower position,  requiring  them 
to bend to an uncomfortable posture to reach 
the main buttons.  The drawer end of the desk 
was also largely unused, and more storage 
could be added with little impact on the users 
work areas.

Overall the desk works very well for the 
population tested and for the majority of users 
in all tasks.


